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Abstract
The future personal and home demand of big data helped fuel an explosion of development in
network disk device market. Compared to a traditional USB hard drive, it separated the user from the hard
disk, enjoyed the advantage of accessing from anywhere for unspecific user and easy operation and easy
expansion. The paper established the remote access to hard drives via browser with Xilinx's XUPV5
LX110T FPGA development board. The system mounted an ATA host controller IP core and connected it
to the network with RJ45. By porting PetaLinux operating system to the MicroBlaze embedded processor
of FPGA, an independent FAT32 file system module was added, the users could establish the remote
access to hard drives with specific CGI programs through the WEB browser. It was tested that
Personal/Home Network Disk can meet the standards of basic file operation.
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1. Introduction
In the age of big data [1], an embedded network storage device based on FPGA has
been designed and developed in this paper to meet the pressing demand of accessing remote
file resources through WEB. USB hard drive can only provide file resource information to its
holder, it does not satisfy the random accessing demand of non-specific users. With the
continuous improvement of high performance network technology and the gradual rising of
network storage mode [2], it is a storage mode that uploads files to server host which can be
accessed by users through a client anywhere through the internet. A personal/home network
disk based on FPGA is designed in this paper, and the system overall architecture is shown in
Figure 1 (the shaded part is the main work completed in this paper).

Figure 1. System Architecture
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The system is divided into hardware layer, kernel layer and user layer; user layer is the
interactive operation interface of the system, hardware layer achieves the various operations on
underlying hard disk of the system, kernel layer is responsible for the transmission of driver
parameters and data between user layer and hardware layer. IP core of ATA host controller is
designed and mounted by using XUPV5 LX110T FPGA development board; B/S mode is
adopted by client. As client is a standard browser, users can complete the remote operation on
the hard disk by calling relevant CGI (Common Gateway Interface) through WEB browser on a
PC connected to the internet. Personal/Home Network Disk keeps working all day long, easy
and convenient, and the user storage capacity can be expanded through mounting multiple hard
disks. The system can be further developed and perfected in the future according to the general
method proposed in the paper.

2. System Design
2.1. Introduction of Platform
The hardware platform structure of the system is shown in Figure 2, the system adopts
Xilinx XUPV5 LX110T FPGA development board, embedded with modules such as MicroBlaze
soft core, Ethernet controller, FLASH, DDR and so on, achieving inter-communication between
modules through PLB bus. The low-level data storage device uses the ATA hard disk with IDE
interface. By connecting the extended interface of V5 development board to FPGA chips, client
achieves the remote access to the hard disk through accessing network.

Figure 2. Hardware Platform Structure

In the modules above, the shaded module needs to be developed by users, while other
parts are provided by XUPV5 LX110T FPGA development board
2.2. ATA Host Controller
This paper takes Seagate ST340014A hard disk (40GB) with IDE interface as a data
storage device, completes the design of ATA host controller based on ATA/ATAPI-6 protocol [3]
and packaged it into an IP core for integrating into different bus architecture of ASIC or SoC
systems easily [4]. The structure of the ATA host controller is shown in Figure 3.
ATA host controller includes Reset, PIO Control Module, MDMA Control Module, Ultra
DMA Control Module, receive and send buffer, which are achieved with VHDL and simulated
and tested to be correct. The reset module resets other modules under initialization or abnormal
conditions; PIO Module controls the read and write hard disk operations of PIO mode; MDMA
Module realizes the read and write operations on multiword DMA mode of the hard disk; Ultra
DMA Control Module is for the control of the whole process of achieving hard disk access in the
way of Ultra DMA; receive and send buffer module is used to control data buffer [5].
Besides designing strict sequential logic and state machine, the key to implementing
ATA host controller also includes realizing the read/write operation on the register assigned by
protocol. The transmission of command and command parameters and the transmission of
device state information are completed through the read/write operation on register. The data
transmission of registers in ATA protocol accords with PIO transmission mode, the register
address is gated by setting CS1-, CS0- and DA [2:0], DIOR-/DIOW- signal controls read and
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write; Meanwhile, ATA host controller and hard disk puts the data to be transmitted on data bus
and data on the bus are read by controller or hard disk according to data transmission direction.
The definitions of registers [6] in ATA/ATAPI-6 protocol are listed in Table 1.

Figure 3. ATA Host Controller Structure

First, the ATA host controller module has been packaged into user-customized IP core
and connected to the MicroBlaze processor with PLB bus; then connecting the kernel driver to
hard disk by packaging XGpio functions [7], the hard disk driver is defined in Table 2.

Table 1. Register Address and Name
Address
CS1-

CS0-

Register Name
Read Operation

DA

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0

1

6

1

1

*

Write Operation
Data Register
Error Register
Feature Register
Sector Count Register
LBA Low Register [7:0]
LBA Mid Register [15:8]
LBA High Register [23:16]
Device Register / LBA [27:24]
Status Register
Command Register
Alternate Status
Device Control Register
Register
Data Port

Table 2. Definition of Hard Disk Driver
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Function Name
xgpio_ata_init
xgpio_ata_ioctl
xgpio_ata_open
xgpio_ata_fops
xgpio_ata_dev
xgpio_ata_exit
xgpio_ata_read
xgpio_ata_write

Description
Initialization
Control Device
Open Device
Device File Operation
Register Device
Cancel Register
Read Data
Write Data

2.3. FAT File System
File system is a bridge between the operating system and the underlying hardware,
which has been widely used in embedded systems and other fields. U disk, MP3, MP4 and
other digital device almost all adopt the Microsoft FAT 32 file system [8], but the Microsoft
Corporation haven’t released the source code of the FAT 32 file system, so this paper used an
open-source project FatFS [9], which is independent from the underlying DISK I/O layer, not
depend on the hardware architecture and has good compatibility with the Windows FAT file
system.
FAT file system can be divided into three levels [10]: demand, logical and physical. The
demand layer supports for user’s basic file operation; the logical layer implements a mapping
A Network Disk Device Based on Web Accessing (QunFang Yuan)
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between FAT file system and the physical layer; the physical layer implements interfaces to
physical storage media, including read or write sectors, hard reset operation. The physical layer
has achieved five interfaces: disk_initialize (initialize the disk drive), disk_status (get disk
statue), disk_read(read sector), disk_write(write sector), disk_ioctl(control equipment associated
characteristics). Using these five interfaces, the demand and logic of the FAT file system can be
realized.
The five interface functions of the physical layer call PetaLinux kernel driver [11] to
achieve the connecting between the underlying hard disk and file system, and then realize the
various processes of the Fat file system. For example, the operational processes of disk_read,
xgpio_ata_ioctl and xgpio_ata_read defined in the previous section achieve read and write
function of ATA IP core register, first pass the parameter and data to the kernel; then
xgpio_ata_ioctl and xgpio_ata_read are encapsulated in the disk_read function of the
application layer, it will meet the demand of the file system logical layer so as to implement the
interfaces of the demand layer. All the Fat file system operational processes are packaged into
a library, so the users will call the process directly. All file system interface functions are defined
in the application layer for CGI to call.
The FatFS file system physical layer interface functions work properly after testing, also
meet the demands of the logical layer and demand layer.
2.4. User Interface
The operating system PetaLinux is an industry standard development environment for
embedded Linux on Xilinx FPGAs [12], users can easily establish system develop environment
with its tools. PetaLinux also integrates part of some commonly used IP cores, it will reduce the
workload of porting and programming the driver programs; the source code also includes much
scripting which could simplify operations. Compiling the generated FatFS lib and putting it under
the directory of PetaLinux /bin, users can call it as an application program.The process is shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. CGI Working Process

The user interface and the system interface are written in C language, they also meet
the specification of CGI [13]. Server uses a single-task, high performance, embedded web
server Boa [14] which fully support CGI. When porting the PetaLinux, it needs to enable Boa to
be supported.
When the user enters the IP address, the user’s browser will establish a TCP
connection to the Boa server; CGI request will be issued to Boa server in PetaLinux when user’s
actions have been made on WEB page, Boa server will create a CGI process when it receives
the request, the specific environment variables, parameters and standardized input program will
be passed to the CGI program. The results will be passed to the Boa server while the CGI
program completes processing. The server displays the data with identification information
added in HTML Web pages and forms to users [15-17].
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For example, the user who clicks on the "Read" button will trigger in the form of HTML
pages and issues an HTTP request to the server (CGI request), sends to the address of the
ACTION attribute in <FORM> tag.

3. Demonstration of System
The personal/home network disk has the following characteristics:
It offers superior security and privacy, the storage device is visible to user, ensuring the
data’s privacy and security.
It also allows for the function of plug and play, easy to setup, the system can work
immediately when connected to power supply and network cable.
The personal/home network disk can be accessed via browser; the PC which is
connected to the network can access the personal/home network disk with the user’s browser.
Easy to operate and extend, by adding the number of hard disk and changing the
storage device, the personal/home network disk supports user-defined extension of storage
capacity.
The personal/home network disk keeps working all day long, which can be accessed or
used through Network Disk Management System. The system run smoothly, safe and stable, it
could easily go beyond local area network and connect to wide area network. Enter the IP
address of the development board in browser: 192.168.0.10, then the connection will be
established between PC and FPGA development board. The user operation interface is shown
as follows in Figure 5.

Figure 5. User Operation Interface

When click “Upload” button, the system indicate users to choose the file to be uploaded,
then click “Submit” button and execute the upload operation: the data will be written from local
PC to remote hard disk.

Figure 6. Upload File
A Network Disk Device Based on Web Accessing (QunFang Yuan)
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4. Conclusion
The paper designed and implemented a personal/home network disk, mounted ATA
host controller IP core to the XUPV5 LX110T FPGA development board, ported PetaLinux
operating system, added independent FAT32 file system module, designed the interface
between user and hard disk, and the feasibility of the program is established through practical
system verification. The personal/home network disk can be further developed and perfected in
the future according with actual demand.
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